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The COVID-19 crisis in 2020 caused

significant disruptions to the business

world, causing many organisations to

turn to plans for getting back on track

and, again, planning for the future.

The spread of the pandemic, as well

as the fact that UK and EU trade will

be disrupted in various ways as a

result of Brexit, has led to advice for

UK charities to "be prepared for an

uncertain and challenging economic

environment in the near future"

(Whitehead, 2021). 

There is no doubt that from a positive

perspective, the global COVID-19

pandemic accelerated the rate of

adoption of digital transformation. In

spite of the realization that better

Digital Transformation must be

provided, we are only just beginning

to understand what must be done

(Kissel, 2021). 
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As the development of digital

technologies has grown rapidly in
recent years, there have been several

concrete outcomes for charities, making
this development a very positive

development in the field of charity
(Whitehead, 2021). 

 
The focus on Digital Acceleration is

expected to continue to evolve in 2021
as charities embrace it. Fortunately,

charities have benefited from the
digital transformation by increasing

fundraising, improving service
delivery, improving trust and

transparency, improving marketing
and communication productivity, and

being able to operate on a regular
basis (Jones, 2021).

 
 
 
 
 

Within the scope of this whitepaper, we will examine: the
use of significant digital technologies to help charitable
organizations become data-driven, people-centered, and
digitally mature organizations. Additionally, we will be
looking at people’s involvement, impact of both the
internal and external factors that could make or break
digital transformations.

Hence adapting to these new realities will be the
key to their success, and the ones who have

achieved this have done so by becoming Masters
of Change (Daugherty, Billiard, & Biltz, 2021).
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ORGANISATIONAL
FACTORS

Technological
Innovation &
Advancement 
Covid-19
Terrorist attacks
Unpredictable donors

Brexit implication
Donor engagement and
regular donation
Natural calamity and
epidemic
Value of currency and
people’s source of
income

Volatility Uncertainty

Complexity Ambiguity

Digital Technologies
and transformation
Process enhancement
and optimization
Data migration from
legacy systems
People’s acceptance

Third wave of the
pandemic
Skillset to use Digital
Technologies
Investor and donor’s
expectations

Charities are plagued by VUCA - volatile, uncertain,

complex, and ambiguous external worlds, just as

other types of businesses are (Fenton et al., 2020).

Charities should therefore be aware of market forces

and public sentiment that may directly or indirectly

impact their organizations and their local work,

perhaps more so than for-profit organizations (Forbes

Nonprofit Council, 2019). Even though it is impossible

to anticipate all the factors that will affect charities in

the next few years, there are a number of factors

that will continue to pose challenges to charities, both

internal and external.
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External Factors Internal Factors

Political: New government
parties strain many charities
by changing tax policies or
continuing with the existing
ones. Depending on the law,
charitable activities may be
tax-deductible. Many charities
can be cut off or even
withdrawn from federal
funding. 

Economic: The economy
influences charities. Covid-19
has hit charities hard. Donors
were less likely to donate due
to job insecurity (or trying to
find a new job). Survival came
first for most people resulting
in resources and funding
getting drained.

Social: Charities have a
significant impact on society.
Millions of people can be
employed by these
organizations. Additionally,
technology is being used by
charities. If you turn 18,
Facebook allows your friends
and family to donate to a
charity of your choice. 

Technological: Technology
can be beneficial to charities,
but few do so. Through social
media, charities can reach a
greater number of people than
they could by telephone or in
person. Online platforms allow
charities to share ideas,
events, and news. Big data
sets can be accessed instantly
through analytics. This data
may also uncover new markets
or issues.

(FRUE, 2019), (The Charity Commission, 2011)

From a donor’s perspective,
internal factors (some of them
are trust in the organization
(Sargeant & Lee, 2004),
familiarity with the organization
(Beldad, Gosselt, Hegner, &
Leushuis, 2014), and perceived
efficacy of contribution (Beldad
et al., 2014)) are those that
encourage him to keep
donating after the first time. 
Other key internal factors that
can come into play are (Jones,
2021) – 

LACK OF FUNDS
Digital transformation requires
commitment. But it also requires
funds. Many charities struggle
with the cost of embracing
digital. Obtaining the necessary
materials, tools, platforms, and
training can be difficult.

ABSENCE OF KNOWLEDGE
Smaller charities believe
embracing digital requires lots
of expert knowledge and
training - both of which are too
costly.

THE DIGITAL DIVIDE
The digital divide is an issue
facing many charities. Many
charity service users lack
access to technology, so
charities are disadvantaged in
offering services to anyone
who needs them.
 Unless charities meet the needs
of their users, they would lose
their impact on a digital
platform.
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Internal Factors

External Factors

“What is clear is that leaders within the organisations sector must work with technology
companies to ensure their needs are being met and that technology is being developed
with charities in mind, as the potential benefits are huge. Despite the recent difficulties
caused by the pandemic, with the right technology, innovation and strategy, charities

have the potential to bounce back strongly in the years to come.”
(CEO at charity tech platform TapSimple)

 

Moderately critical

Extremely critical
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(Fenton et al., 2020)

The picture
explains some of
the Extreme,
Moderate and
Mild - internal and
external factors
affecting the
charity sector.

Least critical



People before Technology

of executives agree their organization
must train its people to think like
technologists—to use and customize
technology solutions at the individual
level, but without highly technical skills

A modern digital transformation strategy
is all about the human 
(Wilson, 2018).

All transformation efforts can fall
flat when all the effort is focused
on buying new technology-
because what makes next
generation tech work is putting
workforce, leadership, and
cultures at the center of its
strategy (Fenton et al., 2020),
(ServiceNow, 2018)
Sherlock Holmes and Dr Watson.
Batman and Robin. Morecambe
and Wise. Iconic duos like these
are greater than the sum of their
parts. Quite simply, without the
other, the former would not work.
It is similar to the idea of digital
transformation and the role that
people play in the overall process
of implementing it. It is true that
technology is a key enabler to
business transformation, but it is
people at the core of the Digital
Workplace that are key. 

(B
ray, 2020)
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From HR to IT, machine
learning enables business
functions to scale, making
processes adaptive and self-
improving. Artificial intelligence
tools are used to improve
decision making using real-time
insights and machine learning.
The second important pillar
focuses on employee
experience and change
management. An individual
can't go home one evening and
start a new job in the morning.
A great culture and great
people are essential to an
effective digital business
strategy.

To succeed in digital transformation, employees
and customers must have great experiences. As
a result, successful companies spend
disproportionate amounts of time and money on
organizational change to help people through
the transition (ServiceNow, 2018).

"A digital transformation strategy is equal parts
technology, talent, and change. From a

technology perspective, we’re 90% in the cloud.
But that [alone] will not get me to success."

(Andrew Wilson, CEO, Accenture)

Leadership is another key factor. Business
leaders need to recognize the benefits of
automation. Knowing which processes can be
automated and which ones require human
oversight is a key leadership skill. Employee
experience must take precedence over
technological expediency for transformation.
Changing culture isn't just a matter of writing
code - after all (ServiceNow, 2018).
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Industrial
Revolution 

Third and fourth industrial revolutions overlap in many charities. Many digital processes
are partially automated.
Some charities are still trying to figure out what "digital" means, according to Bobi
Robson, Digital Consultant at Bobi Robson Digital/Be More Digital. Often, digital is
understood as "our website", "our social media channels", or "some part of our
fundraising". 
 
As a result of necessity, digital technologies have accelerated in the charity sector
over the past 18 months. Off The Fence's Roy Stannard described how, when the
pandemic hit, they shifted to cloud-based working at home using laptops within weeks
(Olszowska, 2021).
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How charities use Data?

D A T A  A R E  B E C O M I N GD A T A  A R E  B E C O M I N GD A T A  A R E  B E C O M I N G
T H E  N E W  R A WT H E  N E W  R A WT H E  N E W  R A W

M A T E R I A L  O F  B U S I N E S SM A T E R I A L  O F  B U S I N E S SM A T E R I A L  O F  B U S I N E S S

   - Craig Mundie 
(Senior Advisor to the CEO at Microsoft)

With mobile computing taking hold,

charities experience similar

problems as businesses. They may

be drowning in a sea of data,

without knowing what to prioritize.

 

Thus, in order to stand out in the
charity sector, institutions need to
be able to leverage data. Modern
technology can not only automate
campaigns and streamline services,
but also help rebuild trust in an
organization and give it a
competitive advantage, provided it
is used securely and transparently.
 
With a recent study showing that
there are 160,000 registered
charities in the United Kingdom
alone, as a result institutions are
turning to data to find new ways to
stand out and make a greater
impact on the community
(Ainsworth, 2015). 

A growing number of non-profit
organizations are generating
insights from their data in order to
improve their service, strategize for
the future, and devise new
strategies beyond simply releasing
quarterly reports. 
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60% of charities now have a strategy in
place for digital. This is a very positive

increase from 2020, when 51% of
charities did not have a digital strategy 

 

Service user data: When
people sign up for special
offers, they fill out a
questionnaire with their name,
age, gender, etc. to learn how
many people are taking part,
for example.

Engagement data: the amount
of time or frequency with
which a user uses the service.

Donor data: information
gathered through CRM or
Donor Management Systems
concerning donors' age,
gender, income and location

Data sources for Charity
(RUBENS, 2021)
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Outcome data: the benefits
end-users receive from a 
program or the amount of 
money raised 

PLANS TO INCREASE DIGITAL SKILLS 
ON THE BOARD

(Amar et al., 2021)
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Impact of various technologies on the
charity sector in next 10 years

(Bowes, Southcott, & Tasker, 2019)

BOARD’S DIGITAL 
SKILLS

(Amar et al., 2021)
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Big Data and its impact (CHIU, 2020): To push
the limits of creativity, charities need big data.
Many charities are collecting big data themselves,
in a variety of forms. One can obtain data from a
variety of sources, including CRM data, free online
data sets, and previous experience with charities.

 
Generally, high net worth donors make their decisions in
accordance with a systematic process. Donor-advised
funds, or DAFs, are gaining in popularity. A DAF aims to
bring together philanthropic donations under one roof.
According to a report from CAF on DAFs, DAF payouts in
2015-2016 reached nearly £300 million, an increase of
5.0% over the prior year. Our giving has gone up a notch
with this trend, as well as our due diligence.
Big data analytics should be understood by charity
fundraisers, whether they work for large organizations or
small ones.

 

UK Data Service: the UK's
most comprehensive
collection of social,

economic, and population
data 

360 Giving: supports grant-
makers to publish their
grants data in an open,

standardised way

Google Trends: shows what

people are searching for

across the web

Office of National Statistics:

huge datasets covering

business, economics, and

employment

World Health Organisation:

health-related statistics and

datasets from 194 countries

Other externally generated
data sets
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Conclusion  
As a result of more community expectations and
some of the VUCA factors that have been discussed
before, several charities in the United Kingdom
have had to change how they do business.
Fortunately, this is one of the many recent
developments in our society that have happened as
a result of necessity, since almost every industry to
which we belong is adopting technology as they
seek to remain relevant. 

Additionally, the results over the course of this study conclude that the
explicit focus on digital strategy can alter and ultimately improve nearly every
aspect of a charitable organization's operations, from internal efficiency to
the user experience on the website, thus improving the efficiency and
effectiveness of the organization as a whole.

I believe, Technology will present
opportunities for charities in 2021.
Thus, charities are expected to
grow in volume and speed over the
next year. The key to their success
is workforce transformation,
technology creation, and digital
acceleration. Organisations and
management teams that invest in
technical skills, tie-up stakeholder
connections, and create a
supportive community will provide
superior services to their
customers more quickly.
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Recommendations
Volunteers join because they want to volunteer, not to become computer experts. Although the leaders can
lead hard, the volunteers may view it as irrelevant or imposed changes on something that is working fine as it
is, so a convincing argument for using funds and making changes must also be offered (Fiona Glynn, 2021). 

Since the other elements have been discussed extensively, I offer the following technical recommendations to
assist with the digital transformation of charities in the UK -

It is imperative that charities tap into the technology sector and seek immediate assistance. In order to achieve
success, significant investments are required, and funders have an important role to play

During the pandemic, 83 percent of charities changed their services in response to demand and more than
8 out of 10 used digital technology to reach new audiences. Taking what has worked and what could have
been developed during the last year into account when planning your digital strategies is important (Amar
et al., 2021)

Funders need to up their game with digital funding. Almost half (47%) of charities want to include core
digital costs in all applications (Amar et al., 2021)

A deeper understanding of user needs is needed. A third (33%) of charities say they don't know how
accessible their products are and 44% consider their customer research poor.

Introduce Innovative solutions like Digital donation systems - Text Message Donation,
Contactless card payments, Crowdfunding platforms  (Crowdfunder, JustGiving, Chuffed, and
Ethex etc), Global campaigns (example: Global Ice Bucket Challenge, Movember and
#nomakeupselfie)  on Social Media platforms like - Facebook, Twitter and Instagram
(CharityDigital, 2019).

Cryptocurrencies and bitcoin are becoming increasingly
popular among charities. The RNLI was the first to use
Bitcoins, but other charities (Breast Cancer Support &
HHUGS) have followed, potentially allowing them to
benefit from any Bitcoin value rise (CharityDigital, 2019).

A CRM system (like Salesforce.org, Microsoft Dynamics
365, Hubspot etc.) for maintaining the database, donor
segmentation, campaigning ad faster reports &
Analytical tools like - Hotsuite, SproutSocial)  

Integration with emerging technologies like Artificial Intelligence,
Virtual Reality, Machine Learning, Alternative Payment
Gateways, Chatbots, Voice Assistants, RPAs etc.
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